
HEALTHCARE MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS MAINTAINED 
STRONG MOMENTUM IN 2012 

Big Exit deals — defined as private venture-backed M&A with  
at least $75 million upfront in biotech and $50 million upfront  
for device and services — reached an eight-year high and offered  
solid returns to investors. After a soft 2008, private healthcare 
M&A has seen four years of substantial activity, pointing to a 
continued upswing in these kinds of deals. 

In this report we look at broad healthcare venture trends:  
investment into companies, venture fundraising, and industry 
forecasts. We examine Series A healthcare investment by dollars 
and also by indication, and healthcare venture M&A (for biotech, 
device and services companies) since 2005. 

Included in this report is a special section on milestones achieved 
in recent structured biotech and device Big Exit deals. We also 
look at corporate venture support of Series A innovation, the 
biotech orphan trend, and the solid accomplishment of the health-
care services sector despite low levels of venture investment. 
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KEY FINDINGS
 ‣ Reduced investment into healthcare  
companies going forward

 ‣ Corporate venture invests in almost one of  
every three biotech Series A companies, but  
is non-existent in device Series A

 ‣ Strong Big Exit M&A numbers with an  
estimated $16 billion in upfront payouts to 
investors in last three years

 ‣ Biotech Big Exits continued high overall deal  
value, while Device continues three-year slide

 ‣ Four-year upfront multiple performance shows  
device outpaces biotech

 ‣ Biotech orphan M&A analysis shows poor  
performance despite current public market  
realizations

 ‣ Healthcare services posts strong Big Exit  
performance: top multiples and deal value,  
but a long time to exit

 ‣ Significant milestone performance (44 percent  
of achievable milestones hit) in structured  
biotech and device deals

 ‣ Fifty percent hit rate on biotech milestones  
coming due within first two years of close

VENTURE INVESTMENT 
OUTPACES FUNDRAISING, BUT 
IS CURRENT INVESTMENT SIZE 
UNSUSTAINABLE?
Dollars invested into venture-backed device and biotech 
companies represent about a quarter of all venture dollars 
invested on a yearly basis, continuing a trend established 
since 2002. Healthcare continues to hold its own at 25  
percent of 2012 venture investment, despite the perception 
that investment into healthcare is down (Exhibit 1).

However, maintaining an established trend is not always 
healthy. The question should be: Is the current investment 
pace ($6.6B) into private venture healthcare companies on 
a yearly basis sustainable? When we analyze VC fundrais-
ing trends in healthcare over the last few years the answer 
appears to be no.

Dollars deployed in healthcare venture-backed companies  
is a 2.3× multiple of dollars fundraised in the last three years 
(Exhibit 2). Why is there such a large difference between 
dollars deployed and dollars fundraised? The answer is a 
function of current fundraising troubles and the significant 
equity investments by older vintage healthcare funds. The 
lower total for fundraising dollars is related to a difficult 
fundraising environment in which LPs are questioning 
percentage allocation to venture capital and the long-term 
underperformance of the healthcare sector (although a 
number of studies have shown comparable returns between 
technology and healthcare venture).

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Total VC 
Dollars

$99 $38 $21 $19 $22 $23 $27 $31 $30 $20 $23 $28 $27 

% Biotech 4% 9% 15% 19% 19% 16% 17% 17% 15% 19% 17% 17% 16%

% Device 2% 5% 9% 8% 8% 10% 11% 12% 11% 13% 10% 10% 9%

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, Silicon Valley Bank
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Exhibit 1: Healthcare as Percentage of 
Total Venture Investment
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Source: Thompson Reuters and SVB Proprietary Data
Vintage year captured as first close. Healthcare numbers include firms that invest 
outside of Healthcare but only include best estimate of percentage allocated to 
Healthcare.

Year HC $ Invested ($M) HC $ Fundraised ($M) Overfunded %

2005 $5,991 $3,387 177%

2006 $7,287 $6,611 110%

2007 $9,098 $7,865 116%

2008 $8,571 $6,139 140%

2009 $6,574 $5,178 127%

2010 $6,254 $1,773 353%

2011 $7,698 $3,651 211%

2012 $6,587 $3,613 182%

Exhibit 2: Healthcare Funding Gap 
Between Venture Dollars Invested & Raised

The impending decrease in venture investment in healthcare 
companies is based on the time lag between funds raised and 
capital available to deploy. Equity investment from venture 
funds are deployed from two different sources: 1) dollars 
invested by “newer funds” — 2010 vintage and later — into 
new company investments, and 2) the mostly follow-on 
activity supporting existing companies with additional equity 
from the substantial amounts of capital raised in the vintage 
2006–2008 “older funds.” The lion’s share of the current 
capital invested in the last few years has come from these 
older funds, which will no longer be available as these fund 
reserves are used up.

Since 2010, the number of new funds and dollars raised has 
declined significantly. Thus, we believe that dollars invested 
into healthcare venture-backed companies will come down 
to the $5–$5.5 billion level in the next few years, leading to a 
smaller percentage of overall venture investment into health-
care — likely 18–20 percent of total venture investment — if 
overall investment remains consistent.

The $5–$5.5 billion number is still higher than new health-
care fundraising dollars on a yearly basis, although the 

fundraising data presented 
does not accurately take into 
account one important part of 
the healthcare venture ecosys-
tem: corporate venture funds. 
Corporate venture has emerged 
as an important source of cap-
ital for healthcare companies, 
although corporate venture 
fundraising (or dollars available 

for investment) is not adequately tracked. According to our 
estimates, healthcare corporate venture represents 15–20 
percent of all capital invested into healthcare venture-backed 

companies. Even though corporate venture has become more 
active in venture investment and has helped to fill some of 
that innovation gap created by reduced healthcare venture 
fundraising (especially in Series A biotech), paired with a 
reduced amount of capital from traditional venture it is not 
enough to sustain the current capital investing pace. As a 
result, we will see decreased dollar deployment into healthcare 
companies from its current level. Doug Fisher, Partner with 
InterWest Partners, agrees: “We are already starting to see this 
trend among our portfolio companies who are raising money. 
The bar is higher and there are fewer funds able to invest.”

Even though corporate venture 
has become more active in venture 
investment …it is not enough 
to sustain the current capital 
investing pace. As a result, we will 
see decreased dollar deployment 
into healthcare companies from 
its current level.

HEALTHCARE VENTURE INNOVATION 
PLUMMETS — DOES CORPORATE 
COME TO RESCUE? 
Investment into healthcare companies in 2012 focused on  
later-stage opportunities (later rounds of venture-backed  
companies) to the detriment of innovative Series A companies. 
This is primarily a result of the overfunding of healthcare 
companies in the mid to late 2000s. Overfunding has created 
a large pool of older companies that have achieved some  
technology risk mitigation but still need additional equity  
to support development, clinical or commercial milestones. 
As we mentioned in our previous reports, many of these com-
panies need additional equity over and above what existing 
investors had forecast or can support, creating an opportunity 
for venture firms with fresh capital to invest in later-stage 
companies at attractive valuations. That is where most of  
the funds with fresh capital are active, as valuation inflection 
points or exit opportunities are nearer and more palpable 
than traditional Series A investment. Indeed, our analysis 

*Includes Series A companies raising at least $2,000,000 in equity 
Sources: SVB Proprietary Data, VentureSource

Biotech Device

Year

Number of 
Companies 

Raising Series 
A/Corporate 

Investor?

Total Amount 
Raised in Series 

A/First Round 
($M)

Number of  
Companies  

Raising Series 
A/Corporate 

Investor?

Total Amount 
Raised in 

Series A/First 
Round ($M)

60/8% $403 

2006 80/16% $1,086 77/5% $563 

2007 93/15% $1,171 71/8% $617 

2008 86/22% $1,088 85/7% $807 

2009 64/20% $990 58/5% $361 

2010 57/14% $528 46/7% $405 

2011 49/12% $795 48/4% $408 

2012 47/30% $605 25/0% $155 

Exhibit 3: Biotech and DeviceSeries A Dollars 
(>$2M) Raised 2005–2012
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reflects the substantial drop in Series A biotech and device 
companies since 2007 (Exhibit 3).

While investment has been concentrated in later-stage 
companies, some early-stage investment still persists. We 
analyzed all new U.S. healthcare Series A investments into 
device and biotech since 2005 to find out how many com-
panies were being funded and in which indications. The 
results were startling, especially in medical device. The data 
is from self-reported sources, so it is subjectively measuring 
venture-backed healthcare companies that have reported 
financings as of January 2013. Stealth companies are also not 
included. Additionally, for this analysis, Series A is defined as 
companies that have raised a first institutional equity round 
of $2 million or more in equity (Exhibit 3).

BIOTECH SERIES A NUMBERS

The number of new biotech Series A companies continued a 
steady decline from 2007 (93 companies) to 47 companies 
in 2012 — overall a 50 percent decline in biotech startups. 
However, over the past two years (2011–2012) the number of 
new biotech Series A companies has remained consistent. As 
we mentioned earlier, corporate venture has certainly helped 
to fill the gap, and in 2012 corporate venture was a significant 
contributor to Series A innovation. Corporate venture was 
involved in 30 percent of all biotech Series A deals in 2012, 

up more than 100 percent on a percentage basis from 2010 
(14 percent) and 2011 (12 percent).

From 2009–2012, oncology startups have led biotech Series 
A company creation, yet fell out of the 2012 top five. We are 
unsure why, especially as Oncology continues to be a hot M&A 
area. The CNS/pain category emerged as the top company 
creator in 2012, followed by platform discovery (defined as 
early-stage technology platforms without an identified lead 
asset or specific indication focus), ophthalmology, anti–
infectives and metabolic. Top company creation since 2009 
shows CNS/pain companies leading with 37 companies, then 
oncology (35), platform discovery (31), diagnostics (20) and 
metabolic (11) (Exhibit 4).

DEVICE SERIES A NUMBERS

The device Series A stage has been hit much harder, with 2012 
representing the smallest number of companies (25) and cap-
ital ($155 million) since we started tracking this data in 2005. 
Series A company formation in 2012 represents a substantial 
drop of almost 50 percent from 2011, and a 70 percent drop 
from device’s 2008 high of 85 companies (Exhibit 3). Corporate 
venture has not been helpful to innovation in the device sector, 
as this data shows that no Series A device company in 2012 had 
a corporate venture investor! We believe the lag in device Series 
A financing is directly correlated with three things: 1) lack of 

Exhibit 4: Biotech Number of Series A Companies by Indication – Raising $2M+

*Includes Series A companies raising at least $2MM in equity 
Sources: SVB Proprietary Data, VentureSource

2005 2006 2007 2008

Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies

CNS/Pain 15 Oncology 10 Anti-infectives 10 Oncology 17

Oncology 8 Anti-infectives 8 Oncology 10 CNS/Pain 10

Diagnostics 5 CNS/Pain 9 Platform Discovery 8 Platform Discovery 10

Cardiovascular 5 Diagnostics 6 Platform Delivery 8 Targ Gen Plat 6

Metabolic 5 Cardiovascular 5 CNS/Pain 5 Cardiovascular 4

2009 2010 2011 2012

Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies

Oncology 9 Oncology 12 Oncology 10 CNS 9

Platform Discovery 8 Diagnostics 8 Platform Discovery 8 Platform Delivery 8

CNS/Pain 7 Metabolic 5 Diagnostics 6 Ophthalmology 4

Diagnostics 7 CNS/Pain 5 CNS 4 Anti-infectives 4

Anti-Infectives 6 Tools 4 Auto Immune 3 Metabolic 4
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corporate interest in investing in early-stage and current state 
of device-focused venture capital firms, 2) the trend in M&A to 
later-stage commercial companies, and 3) the overfunding into 
device from five to seven years ago.

First, the lack of corporate participation is apparent in the 
above Series A analysis. In addition, many early-stage, 
device-focused venture firms are currently fundraising or 
unable to fundraise, giving early-stage companies limited 
access to capital. The device-focused firms that have been able 
to fundraise have, on average, raised less than previous funds.

Second, the Big Exit M&A landscape in device has focused  
on later-stage companies, largely FDA-approved products 
with initial commercial success. Since 2009, 39 of 59 device 
Big Exits were commercial-stage companies, with another 10 
attaining CE Mark (many of those with significant revenues). 
Only 10 companies (17 percent of device Big Exits) were 
development stage. Acquirers have shown more interest in 
approved products than early-stage companies with great 
technology and limited data. Finally, as we mentioned earlier, 
device overfunding in the 2000s has created a large backlog 
of older companies that still need venture funding, which 
has attracted the attention of investors with capital to deploy 
to the detriment of Series A opportunities. These companies 
are closer to potential exit and have more technology risk put 
to bed, but are still available at attractive valuations. These 
later-stage opportunities are garnering the lion’s share of  
new venture investment.

Recent healthcare venture fundraising success should help 
provide additional capital for device-focused investors (and 
hopefully an increase in Series A company creation), but 

these firms continue to hear LP angst about time to liquidity, 
so we would expect that many would avoid being overweight 
in early-stage investments. Overall, we have seen neither 
data nor investor momentum that points to a leveling off or 
reversal of this trend, so on its face it appears that there will 
continue to be limited Series A investment in Device. However, 
we believe that this cycle will begin to reverse itself in the next 
few years — more on that in the M&A analysis section.

Since 2009, U.S. medical device Series A company creation 
has been varied (Exhibit 5). Surgical has led company 
creation with 23 Series A companies, followed by tools (22), 
diagnostics and cardiovascular (17 each), and imaging (14). 
While orthopedics was a hot area from 2005–2008 (33 
companies started), since 2009 our data shows only 10 new 
companies. Similar with vascular and ophthalmology, with 
vascular creating 27 companies between 2005–2008 and only 
11 since 2009 and in ophthalmology 13 companies between 
2005–2008 and only four since 2009.

While healthcare Series A investment has suffered, in the  
long run the trend may be in the best interests of the industry. 
Companies receiving Series A investment today are poised to 
be a very attractive crop of companies based on two related 
factors: 1) having to compete against many later-stage 
opportunities at attractive valuations means that only truly 
exceptional companies will close a Series A as these companies 
will have overcome a very high hurdle for investment, and  
2) fewer overall early-stage, venture-backed device companies  
will create a scarcity of innovative technologies for big markets  
that should drive better and hopefully earlier M&A as acquirers  
continue to reduce R&D and look to venture-backed companies 
to fill the Street’s requirement for innovation.

Exhibit 5: Device: Number of Series A Companies  by Indication – Raising $2M+

*Includes Series A companies raising at least $2MM in equity. Source: SVB Proprietary Data for Series A Dollars and Number of Companies

2005 2006 2007 2008

Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies

Orthopedics 9 Diagnostics 11 Diagnostics 7 Vascular 13

Cardiovascular 7 Orthopedics 9 Vascular 7 Surgical 10

Diagnostics 6 Vascular 6 Cardiovascular 6 Diagnostics 9

Tools 6 Tools 5 Surgical 6 Orthopedics 8

Imaging & Surgical (tie) 5 Cardiovascular 5 Tools 6 Ophthalmology 5

2009 2010 2011 2012

Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies Indication # of Companies

Cardiovascular 8 Tools 8 Surgical 9 Surgical 5

Tools 7 Cardiovascular 5 Diagnostics 6 Diagnostics 3

Surgical 6 Imaging 5 Imaging 4 Tools 3

Diagnostics 5 Surgical & Diagnostics (tie) 3 Tools 4 Imaging 2

Imaging 5 Orthopedics & Vascular (tie) 3 Monitoring 4 Cardiovascular 2
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M&A BIG EXITS POST STRONG 
TRANSACTION NUMBERS, 
REDUCED UPFRONT VALUES
The 38 Big Exit transactions numbers in 2012 beat the 37  
exit high set in 2011 (Exhibit 6). This is the highest in the 
eight years we have tracked this data. Total deal value in  
2012 exceeded $12 billion for the second time in two years, 
although upfront dollars decreased slightly from 2011.  
Our prediction that 2012 Big Exits would continue on an 
upward trend was confirmed. 

Source: SVB Proprietary Data, VentureSource
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Exhibit 6: M&A Big Exits Per Year

To put this in perspective, in the last three years (2010–2012) 
private venture-backed healthcare Big Exits, not including 
any public market exits or IPO proceeds, received $36.6 
billion in total value. Of that amount, $23 billion was paid out 
at deal close (upfront). The $23 billion is money in hand as it 
does not include any milestones to be earned. Assuming that 
venture investor ownership averaged 70 percent in these 
companies, a conservative estimate of $16 billion in payouts 
has been returned to investors in the last three years alone!

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data
Total All-In + Upfront Total All-In + Upfront w/Milestones # of Exits
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Exhibit 7: Total Big Exit $ Volume

Continued strong M&A plus reduced investing into healthcare 
is likely good news for investor returns. Comparing Big Exit 
value (including milestones) to dollars invested in venture- 
backed healthcare companies between 2010–2012 shows a 
swelling of exit value along with a reduction in healthcare 
dollars invested (Exhibit 8). From 2005–2008 Big Exit 
returns significantly lagged capital deployment, at less than 
50 percent of the Big Exit value generated yearly since 2009. 
Healthcare Big Exit values in 2005–2008 tell a story of 
marginal returns during that cycle, and could be seen as an 
interesting corollary to overinvestment in the sector, as 
overall healthcare returns lagged during this period. However, 
you can see since 2009 this trend has reversed, and in the 
current cycle there is substantially higher deal value. Solid 
Big Exit returns, and recently a very active biotech IPO 
market, will help continue this cycle. 

With overall healthcare venture investment on the decline, 
we believe the returns for investors that have capital to 
deploy during this continuing cycle will be very strong. Jason 
Lettmann, Partner at Lightstone Ventures, agrees: “The 
amount of capital generated from exits is now almost double 

 The amount of capital generated from exits is now 
almost double the amount of capital invested. We 

believe this trend will be one of the best leading indicators 
of returns going forward. …This should drive strong returns 
for funds with capital to invest now.
JASON LETTMANN, PARTNER, LIGHTSTONE VENTURES
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M&A DEAL VALUES

Biotech: Strong Performance; Mostly Structured Deals
The number of biotech Big Exits matched the record year of 
2011 with 18 (Exhibit 9). The average upfront dollar payouts 
declined 30 percent from 2011 to $216 million, although 
that value is on par with upfront dollars from 2008–2010. 
The decline is a function of fewer “big deals.” 2011 Big 
Exits totaled four deals valued at over $425 million upfront, 
including Plexxikon at $805 million, but 2012 had only one 
deal over $425 million upfront (EUSA). However, the average 
total deal value, which includes to-be-earned milestones, is 
similar to 2011, at $493 million. Structured deals continue 
to predominate in biotech, with 78 percent (14 ⁄18) containing 
milestones, up from 72 percent (13 ⁄18) in 2011. In these 
structured deals, the upfront portion of the deal (paid at deal 
close) slipped to 39 percent of the overall deal value, down 
from 52 percent in 2011. Thus, investors are getting less total 
deal value in upfront payments and must wait for milestones 
to be achieved to generate bigger returns. Over the last  
few years, the deals that are paid in full at deal close (all-in) 
tended to be commercial-stage. In 2011, four of five all-in 
deals were commercial, and in 2012 three of the four all- 
in deals were commercial.

the amount of capital invested. We believe this trend will be 
one of the best leading indicators of returns going forward. 
We also believe this will only accelerate in the future as large 
healthcare companies must drive growth through M&A yet 
the number of available companies to acquire continues to 
shrink. This should drive strong returns for funds with capital 
to invest now.”

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data

Year Capital Inv. in Venture 
Healthcare Big Exit Total Value

2005 $6.0B $3.9B

2006 $7.3B $5.4B

2007 $9.1B $8.6B

2008 $8.6B $4.1B

2009 $6.6B $10.0B

2010 $6.2B $10.9B

2011 $7.6B $13.0B

2012 $6.5B $12.7B

Exhibit 8: Healthcare Performance: 
$ Invested versus Big Exit Total Value
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In 2013 we expect to see continued strong M&A activity, 
especially with the emergence of a new class of big biotechs 
that can now leverage their all-time high stock price plus 
low interest rates to finance acquisitions; however, the total 
number of transactions may actually decrease in 2013. This 
decrease is not a sector negative, as it is based on the strong 
IPO market for biotech. This market is strategically helpful 
to private companies as it creates a viable alternative to 
M&A and may be used as a bargaining tool to increase M&A 
bids. Companies now can raise money at flat and sometimes 
up rounds in the public market without a need for inside 
investors to invest a significant percentage of that financing. 
That may cause investors/companies to spurn M&A and raise 
public money at attractive valuations in order to advance their 
assets to the next inflection point. Of the M&A transactions 
that do occur, it would not be surprising to see larger deal 
sizes and higher upfront percentages. “I think these data, 
along with the tailwinds of a strong IPO market and increased 
pharma interest going forward, support a more optimistic 
sentiment towards biotech venture capital as a sector. Funds 
with capital to deploy around innovative new therapeutics 
should be well positioned to generate attractive returns,”  
says Bruce Booth, partner at Atlas Venture.

 I think these data, along with the tailwinds of a 
strong IPO market and increased Pharma interest 

going forward, support a more optimistic sentiment 
towards biotech venture capital as a sector. Funds with 
capital to deploy around innovative new therapeutics 
should be well positioned to generate attractive returns.
BRUCE BOOTH, PARTNER, ATLAS VENTURE

Device: Good Transaction Numbers,  
Continued Decline in Value
Medical Devices continued to show strong numbers in 2012 
with 17 Big Exit acquisitions, equaling its top mark in 2011. 
Similar to Biotech, however, Device upfront dollar payouts 
have decreased in 2012. The 2012 average upfront deal value 
slipped to $123 million, significantly down from $186 million 
in 2011 and 65 percent off the high point in 2009. Total deal 
value has slipped as well, decreasing every year since 2009. 
(Exhibit 10) The good news is that the transaction numbers 
continue to hit eight-year highs; the bad news is that the M&A 
Big Exit amounts continue to decline. Unfortunately, there 
is not an attractive IPO market for device companies absent 
significant revenue and ramp, so this exit strategy is not an 
option in influencing current buyer behavior.

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Number of exits 7 12 11 8 9 15 17 17

Average Deal All-In + 
Upfront ($M)

$85 $144 $194 $169 $351 $207 $186 $123

Average Deal All-In + Up-
front w/Milestones ($M)

$107 $153 $234 $190 $434 $334 $212 $163

Exhibit 10: Device Big Exit Breakdown 

M&A BIG EXIT SUBSET ANALYSIS

The next section focuses on a deeper dive into the nature of 
these Big Exits by stage, indication, multiples and time to 
exit. Obviously, with only 212 total Big Exits, the n for any one 
category is small – this analysis does not purport to show the 
full exit profile of any category, but merely to showcase and 
categorize the bigger private exits the industry has seen over 
the past eight years. 

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Average Deal All-In + 
Upfront ($M)

$222 $380 $442 $209 $222 $173 $311 $216 

Average Deal All-In + Up-
front w/Milestones ($M)

$226 $405 $459 $290 $442 $374 $499 $493 

Structured 1 2 2 3 11 10 13 14

Total Deals 12 8 13 9 13 13 18 18

% Upfront in  
Structured Deals

80% 71% 78% 33% 45% 42% 52% 37%

Exhibit 9: Biotech Big Exit Breakdown 
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12). This shift in M&A to commercial-stage exits since  
2008 is seriously hampering the device investment sector.

The smaller Big Exit values in device and the focus on 
later-stage deals is part of a sector cycle that we are still 
experiencing, although we believe the industry is laying the 
groundwork to emerge from this cycle in the next few years. 
The limited number of device acquirers is one of the biggest 
drivers in later-stage exits, as it is a buyer’s market and so  
far there has not been pressure on the few buyers to acquire  
earlier. However, just like pharma/big biotech, device acquir-
ers are faced with pressure to grow and innovate through 
geography as well as product innovation and expansion. 
Pressure on EPS and limited market recognition for pipeline 
products seems to be fueling the reluctance to take devel-
opment and regulatory risk and pushing these big device 
companies to be accretive/later-stage in their acquisitions. 
Adding to the difficulty of buying early is the lower percentage 
allocated to device R&D versus drug, the higher production 
costs, the difficulty in iterating and creating multiple products 
in devices versus platform/multiple indications in drugs, and 
the cost and difficulty of building a new sales channel (the 
one-shot-on-goal device mentality).

The question becomes, where will the big device companies 
find the innovation their shareholders require if not from 
venture-backed device companies? Requiring venture-backed 
companies to be later-stage in order to get acquired and raise 
commercialization rounds in a tough financing environment 
does not help the device sector generate compelling returns 
and continue to restock itself with new innovative companies. 
Rather, it forces the time to exit and the overall capital needed 
to get to exit higher, both of which negatively affect returns 
in a rather static exit value environment. It is up to the big 
players to support innovation in this sector. Not altruistically, 
of course. The fact is that despite the challenges in buying 
early, large device companies need iterative and innovative 
products — only so many mega mergers can happen — and the 
bulk of this innovation will come from venture-backed compa-
nies. We believe the industry is working its way through the 
overfunded device sector now, supporting a limited number 
of later-stage investments, which thins out the crowd and lays  
the groundwork for a smaller subset of next generation device 
companies through the current limited Series A funding.

Device acquirers understand that they will have to support 
device innovation (much like pharma/big biotech has done) 
through early-stage investing and earlier-stage exits. In the 
next few years we will see big device players refocus on early- 
stage innovation through corporate venture investment as 
well as resource allocation supporting emerging technologies. 
This activity should lead to a more robust two-pronged acqui-
sition strategy: iterative device products that have a proven 

INVESTMENT STAGE BY YEAR

Biotech: Trend to Commercial-stage Exits
In 2012 we saw a marked increase in commercial-stage 
biotech Big Exits, especially specialty pharma and acute 
care companies (Exhibit 11). Nine of the 18 Big Exits were 
commercial-stage, signaling a real trend as it built off 6⁄18 
commercial stage deals from 2011. This is much different 
from the previous two years, with 0⁄13 commercial-stage 
deals in 2010 and only 3⁄13 in 2009. Is this a function of 
predominant late-stage interest, disinterest in early-stage, or 
something different? We think it is due to late-stage interest 
and the dwindling number of attractive early and mid-stage 
opportunities. There certainly is acquirer interest in later-  
stage, and many venture investors are trending towards 
later-stage investing. However, because of the number of 
early-stage Big Exits in biotech over the last few years (since 
2005, there have been 48 pre-clinical and Phase I Big Exits) 
the number of attractive assets that would have progressed 
to Phase I/II have been depleted. Combined with decreasing 
Series A investment and innovative equity deal structures 
with built in take-outs, the number of interesting early-stage 
plays has dropped. Thus, the lack of earlier stage Big Exits  
in pre-clinical, Phase I and Phase II these last few years could  
be a function of many pre-clinical and Phase I companies 
achieving Big Exits (or Big Exits in the making through  
substantial partnerships) reducing the pool of attractive  
early exit candidates.

Whether this acquirer interest in later-stage will lead to  
Series A backlash remains to be seen. With four Phase I and 
one pre-clinical deal in 2012, early-stage Big Exits still do 
occur, but at a reduced rate from a few years ago.

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 11: Biotech Big Exits: Stage by Year

Device: Late-stage Deals Dominate —  
Could the Cycle be Changing?
In Device, the number of development stage exits increased 
to three from only one in 2011, but the majority of Big Exits 
continue to be commercial-stage companies (12 ⁄17) (Exhibit 
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Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data
U.S. Commercial CE Mark Non-Approved
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Exhibit 12: Device Big Exits: Stage by Year

Total biotech deal value by year, depicted in the bubble slide 
on the next page, shows oncology has led deal value three of 
the last four years, except in 2010 (Exhibit 15). It is interest-
ing that some top value creation indications are not receiving 
significant Series A funding. As noted earlier, the top Series 
A categories since 2009 were: oncology, CNS/pain, platform 
discovery, diagnostics and metabolic. Historic Big Exit value 
creators missing from recent Series A investment include 
cardiovascular, respiratory, and anti-infectives.

This incongruence can partly be explained by changes in 
how the FDA views certain indications. The requirements 
for clinical trials and approval, fueled by safety concerns 
and more stringent performance metrics, have pushed some 
categories out of favor. Cardiovascular and diabetes are two 
such examples. Jennifer Friel Goldstein, Managing Director 
at SVB focusing on early-stage therapeutics and diagnostic 
companies, agrees that these areas are a challenge for venture 
investment. “Areas like CV and diabetes are too big and scary 
for many new Series A companies to tackle. However, we do 
see companies on the fringe in these areas (niche patient 
sub-populations or for treating complications associated with 
these specific disease areas). There is still venture innovation 
in the sector without starting a full-fledged CV or diabetes 
company.”

BIG EXIT TRANSACTION VOLUME

Biotech: Oncology Produces Lion’s Share of  
Exits and Deal Value
In 2012, CNS led biotech Big Exits with four deals, followed  
by oncology (3) and cardiovascular (3). Since 2009, the  
top five Big Exit indications have been oncology (13), CNS  
(8), respiratory (7), target generating platforms (7) and  
cardiovascular (4).

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 13: Biotech Big Exits: 
Upfront Multiples by Indication

Acquirer appetite is similar even further back to 2005. Since 
2005, oncology has the most Big Exits with 24, followed by 
target generating platform (14), CNS (13), respiratory (12), 
cardiovascular (9) and anti-infectives (8) (Exhibit 13).

*Minimum two Big Exits
Source: Press Releases, SVB Proprietary Data

Upfront Milestones Total Deal 
Value

# of Acq’s

Oncology $7,162M $6,337M $13,499M 24

CNS $2,670M $1,994M $4,664M 13

Respiratory $2,807M $1,519M $4,326M 12

Cardiovascular $3,270M $793M $4,063M 9

Target Gen. Platform $3,764M $20M $3,784M 14

Anti-Infectious $2,138M $685M $2,823M 8

Metabolic $1,465M $1,082M $2,547M 5

Ophthalmology $386M $814M $1,200M 3

Autoimmune $630M $525M $1,155M 3

UroGyn $828M $310M $1,138M 3

Dermatology $440M $440M $880M 3

Renal $735M $0M $735M 2

Agriculture $451M $62M $513M 2

Exhibit 14: Biotech Total Deal Value 2005–2012*

revenue stream in the form of late-stage M&A, and innovative 
big market products that will be acquired in the development 
process, albeit with the structured deal terms we see in early- 
stage biotech M&A. 
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Device: Distributed Exits and Deal Value

Since 2005, top exits are clustered around cardiovascular 
(13), imaging/diagnostics (13), surgical (12), tools (11) and 
vascular (10) (Exhibit 16). However, the difficulty of navi-
gating the FDA — even post market — and reimbursement 
appears to be affecting buyer taste in venture-backed M&A. 
Almost 50 percent of all 2012 device Big Exits were in the two 
“regulatory light/more easily commercialized” categories of 
imaging/diagnostics (4) and tools (4).

In 2012, the biggest Big Exits by total deal value were vascular, 
imaging/diagnostics, respiratory, tools, vascular and surgical 
(Exhibit 17). Since 2009 a different device indication has 
come out on top in total deal value every year: in 2009 it 
was cardiovascular, in 2010 vascular, in 2011 surgical, and 
in 2012 imaging/diagnostics and vascular essentially tied 
(Exhibit 18). This is different from biotech, where oncology 
leads in deal value almost every year.

 Source: Press Releases, SVB Proprietary Data 
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 Autoimmune 
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Exhibit 15: BiotechTotal Big Exit Deal Value by Year
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Exhibit 16: Device Big Exits:
Upfront Multiples by Indication

Exhibit 17: Device Total Deal Value 2005–2012*

*Minimum two Big Exits
Source: Press Releases, SVB Proprietary Data

Upfront Milestones Total Deal 
Value

# of Acq’s

Cardiovascular $2,347M $1,418M $3,765M 13

Vascular $2,289M $1,021M $3,310M 10

Surgical $2,606M $215M $2,821M 12

Imaging Diagnostics $1,750M $372M $2,122M 13

Tools $1,585M $385M $1,970M 11

Orthopedics $1,492M $290M $1,782M 8

Ophthalmology $1,304M $458M $1,762M 4

Aesthetics $1,100M $0M $1,100M 6

UroGyn $700M $255M $955M 5

ENT $860M $20M $880M 2

Respiratory $594M $250M $844M 3

 Source: Press Releases, SVB Proprietary Data 
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Cardiovascular

Diabetes/Metabolic

ENT
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Exhibit 18: Device Total Big Exit Deal Value by Year
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MULTIPLES

Biotech: Metabolic Garners Top Upfront Multiple,  
Highest Percentage of 10×+ Exits
Since 2005, the best-performing average upfront multiples  
in biotech were metabolic at 9.61×, target generating platform 
(5.53×), anti-infectives (3.92×), oncology (3.83–one outlier 
removed) and dermatology (3.57×). At the bottom were  
ophthalmology at 1.76× and uro/gyn at 2.10× (Exhibit 19). 
Note that four indications have generated at least two 10× 
upfront Big Exits: oncology (3), target generating platform (2), 
metabolic (2) and cardiovascular (2). cardiovascular and  
uro/gyn are the two most capital-intensive indications,  
and holding true to form neither of these indications are  
top multiples. Additionally, these two indications have not 
garnered a spot in the top five Series A fundings in biotech 
since cardiovascular in 2008, reinforcing the decision by 
venture investors to focus on more capital efficient areas.  
The most capital efficient indications were dermatology,  
metabolic and target generating platform, two of which  
(metabolic and target generating platform) were the top  
two multiples.

Device: Almost Every Category Averages Over 3× Upfront; 
Highest Multiples Correlate with Capital Efficiency
Moving to device performance, the best upfront multiples 
reside with aesthetics at 7.34×, orthopedics (7.06×),  
ophthalmology (6.7×) and imaging/diagnostics (5.3×).  
Three categories had multiple 10× upfront Big Exits:  
aesthetics (3), orthopedics (2) and diagnostics/imaging (2). 
The poorest performer by far was respiratory at 1.75×, all 
other indications averaged at least a 3× upfront multiple.

As we mentioned, top multiples are often a result of cash 
efficiency. The biggest multiples had smaller dollars deployed, 
with aesthetics at $25.3 million, orthopedics at $37.9 million, 
and imaging/diagnostics at $34.5 million. The upfront mul-
tiples of cardiovascular (4.1×), uro/gyn (3.8×) and vascular 
(4.3×) are still good but less compelling, and all had higher 
dollars invested, at $46 million, $44 million, and $55.4 
million respectively. Respiratory averaged the highest dollars 
invested, and lowest upfront multiple. Ophthalmology is the 
exception, with strong multiples and higher dollars deployed.

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 19: Biotech Big Exits: 
Average Upfront Multiple 2005–2012

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 20: Biotech Big Exits:
Average Dollars In 2005–2012
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Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 21: Device Big Exits: 
Average Upfront Multiple 2005–2012

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 22: Device Big Exits: 
Average Dollars in 2005–2012

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 23: Device Big Exits: 
Upfront Multiple Distribution 2005–2012

TIME TO EXIT

Biotech: Very Quick Exits
Since 2005, the quickest Big Exit average from close of Series 
A was Autoimmune at 2.84 years, then uro/gyn (3.21 years), 
dermatology (3.22 years), CNS (4.52 years) and anti-infective 
(4.85 years). Longest to exit were oncology at 6.68 years and 
target generating platform at 7.03 years (Exhibit 24). Six of 
the 11 indications averaged less than five years to exit from 
the close of Series A. Only one indication was more than seven 
years, proving that the perception that exits take a long time 
to exit in biotech does not hold true for Big Exits.

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 24: Biotech Big Exits: 
Average Time to Exit 2005–2012

Device: Continued Increase in Overall Time to Exit,  
but Trend of Quicker Good Exits Emerges

Of the device indications, the quickest to exit from Series A 
were tools at 5.20 years, followed by aesthetics (5.21 years) 
and ophthalmology (5.56 years) (Exhibit 25). Vascular,  
respiratory, and imaging/diagnostics all averaged eight+ years 
per exit. Overall, time to exit increased over the past few years, 
jumping up to 8.25 years in 2011 and 7.95 years in 2012.

On an individual company basis, the time to exit/multiple 
barbell effect continued from 2011 into 2012. The barbell effect 
measures device Big Exits that are quicker than five years from 
close of Series A and those taking seven years and longer. In 
2012 the average multiple on the five quicker Big Exits was 
quite good (6.52× upfront), and not so good on the eight older 
ones (2.92× upfront). The obvious assumption borne out in 
the data is that the longer-to-exit companies consume more 
capital, thus result in lower multiples (average dollars-in for 
quicker was $20 million, longer was $62 million).
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Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 25: Device Big Exits: 
Average Years to Exit by Indication 2005–2012

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 26: Device Big Exits: 
Average Years to Exit 2005–2012

SECTOR UPFRONT MULTIPLES COMPARISON: DEVICE 
BESTS BIOTECH OVER LAST FOUR YEARS!

The four-year trend in upfront multiples in device and biotech 
shows opposite performance trajectories in each category. 
Device has declined each year since 2009, from a high of 
6.68× in 2009 to 3.98× in 2012, while biotech has stayed fairly  
constant (Exhibit 27). However, despite the decrease in device, 
upfront multiples from 2009–2012 show that device slightly 
outperforms biotech at 4.66× versus 4.63×* (two biotech and 
one device Big Exit excluded as outliers). Even in a down cycle 
— with few buyers and additional equity required in order to 
garner that interest — device still performs well. 

Total value including milestones to-be-earned is still much 
higher in biotech than device at 7.49× versus 6.37. The obvi-
ous follow-up question to that milestone statistic is: What  
percentage of these milestones hit and are paid out? We 
examine that topic in the Milestone Achievement section.

BIOTECH VS. DEVICE BIG EXIT MULTIPLES 2009–2012

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data

Year Upfront Sector Multiples All In Sector Multiples

Biotech Device Biotech Device

2009 4.22 6.68 7.58 10.25

2010 5.46 5.01 7.13 7.88

2011 4.30 4.02 6.91 4.36

2012 4.47 3.98 8.73 5.11

Exhibit 27: Biotech vs. Device 
Big Exit Multiples 2009–2012

ACQUIRER ACTIVITY IN DEVICE 
AND BIOTECH
Who is buying these venture-backed healthcare Big Exits? 
Buyer appetite actually had less volatility than one would 
expect, as most of the aggressive acquirers in the 2005–2008 
timeframe continue to buy companies in 2009–2012. In this 
section we breakdown biotech and device acquirer activity.

BIOTECH: DIVERSE LIST OF INTERESTED PARTIES

The biotech acquirer market is varied, with 13 different 
acquirers buying at least three of the 104 biotech Big Exit 
companies (private venture-backed) since 2005. According to 
our data, Pfizer leads the charge with seven Big Exit acquisi-
tions, Amgen six and then Gilead, GSK and J&J with four each. 
Since the 2009 structured deal era, the top of the list changes 
slightly, with Amgen, Gilead, Pfizer and Sanofi with three, and 
another nine different buyers with at least two acquisitions 
(Alexion, Allergan, Celgene, Cephalon, Eli Lilly, GSK, J&J, Shire 
and Takeda). That varied list is good news for the biotech 
venture industry, as a large group of acquirers circling the 
industry can help drive competitive bidding and earlier-stage 
exits. The street expects a healthy pipeline — early and late. 
Since 2005, buyers with at least three Big Exit acquisitions 
in pre-clinical or Phase I companies include Pfizer, Roche, 
Takeda, Sanofi and J&J.

DEVICE: CONCENTRATED LIST OF BUYERS

Device acquirers are more concentrated. Since 2005, Boston 
leads all acquirers of device Big Exits with 10, Medtronic 
and Bard tied for second at seven, J&J with six, and Covidien 
with four. Since 2009 the list is even more concentrated with 
Boston and Medtronic with seven (versus top biotech Big Exit 
acquirers at three!), Bard with five and Covidien with four. As 
we noted, a smaller set of buyers can reduce the pressure to 
acquire companies earlier, which is part of the reason for the 
late-stage M&A focus in device.
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MILESTONE ACHIEVEMENT 
IN BIOTECH AND DEVICE: 
CONSISTENT 40 PERCENT+ HIT 
RATE IN STRUCTURED DEALS
Of the 212 venture-backed device and biotech Big Exits in our 
database since 2005, 43 percent had structured deal terms. 
Structured deals are defined as payout over and above the 
close date, earned upon achievement of a milestone (devel-
opment, clinical, regulatory or commercial). Since 2009, the 
percentages are much higher in biotech, at 77 percent, with 
device at 43 percent. Biotech Big Exit milestones alone since 
2009 represent $17.2 billion in potential payouts to investors. 
There is substantial value locked in these milestones and 
some of the biggest questions in healthcare remain: What are 
the success rates in achieving these milestones? Does it differ 
between device and biotech; development versus regulatory 
versus commercialization? These milestones represent huge 
potential distributions to investors and LPs. 

In this next section, we will present some unique, compelling 
data that sheds light on recent milestone achievement. It has 
been prepared by Shareholder Representative Services (SRS), 
a firm that represents selling shareholders’ interests in the 
M&A deal, including communicating with buyers about prog-
ress toward realizing these payments. (More data is available 
at www.shareholderrep.com/data-analytics.) SRS has infor-
mation on 48 healthcare milestones that have come due, most 
from deals signed in 2010 and later. This analysis showcases 
the most recent milestone achievement statistics available. 
This is obviously not an exhaustive data set, but has enough 
milestone performance to directionally show earnout trends.

Of the biotech and device milestones tracked by SRS that  
have come due as of May 15, 2013 (48 milestones), 44 percent 
hit and were paid out, 19 percent were delayed (13 percent plan 
to hit and six percent plan to miss) and 37 percent missed. 
These hit numbers were higher than we would have guessed 
and represent significant returns of almost $500 million back  
to healthcare investors in milestone payouts in just the last  
few years.

Missed Unpredictable
Delayed, Plan to MissDelayed, Plan to HitPaid

Source: SRS
Outer rings show status by milestone; inner rings show status by dollar amount
* Status is based upon post-closing updates from the buyer.
** Milestones past their contractual deadlines or seller’s projected achievement date 
as of closing. Note that a handful of milestones that were technically missed but 
renegotiated as to both timing and payment amounts are counted as missed here.

Exhibit 28: Earn Out Status: 5/15/13
Achievement Rates in Biotech and Device Exits

37%

15%11%

37% 44%

13%
6%

37%

Milestones That Have Come Due** 
(48, $1.33B)

BIOTECH MILESTONES

The biotech SRS data contains 26 milestones since 2008 repre-
senting potential payouts of $960 million. Of these milestones, 
22 were development/regulatory and four were commercial. 
Forty-six percent have hit so far, paying out $384 million to 
investors. Another 12 percent were delayed but plan to hit, 
eight percent were delayed and plan to miss, and 34 percent 
were missed. Of the milestones that have come due, hit and 
plan to hit repre-
sent 58 percent 
and $557 million 
in potential 
investor returns. 
Digging in further, 
SRS measured 
performance on 
biotech milestones 
that have come 
due within the 
first two years since deal close (22 milestones). These results 
show a healthy 50 percent hit rate, with 23 percent delayed and 
27 percent missed. The 46 percent hit rate of all biotech mile-
stones and 50 percent hit rate of milestones within two years of 
exit shows tangible performance on these structured deals.

However, based on the number of early-stage M&A in biotech, 
one shouldn’t be too surprised about this high percentage. 
There are many studies which demonstrate that the long odds 
(one in 20) of an asset entering clinical trials and actually 

THE 46 PERCENT HIT RATE OF 
ALL BIOTECH MILESTONES 
AND 50 PERCENT HIT RATE 
OF MILESTONES WITHIN TWO 
YEARS OF EXIT SHOW TANGIBLE 
PERFORMANCE ON THESE 
STRUCTURED DEALS.

http://www.shareholderrep.com/data-analytics
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developing into a successful drug*. However, BioMedTracker1 
data shows PI to PII success rate at 63 percent, PII to PIII at 
33 percent and PIII to NDA at 55 percent; and the most recent 
DiMasi2 data is similar from PI to PII at 64 percent, from 
PII to PIII at 39 percent and from PIII to NDA at 66 percent. 
Since a good percentage of biotech Big Exits since 2009 are 
early-stage (our data shows that 22 of 62 biotech Big Exit M&A 
were pre-clinical or Phase I companies, including Phase II 
that number swells to 38 of 62), it is fair to say that many of 
these milestone payouts are just following the general clinical 
success rates. The biotech milestones collected by SRS do tend 
to cluster around IND filings and Phase II starts. 

Regardless, it is good to see the high percentage, as it adds 
more liquidity to the overall positive venture returns over 
the last few years. It certainly increases the multiples that 
appear in our upfront multiple analysis earlier in this paper. 
Unfortunately, investors typically apply more conservative 
estimates to earnouts and LPs often give little to no credit for 
achievable milestones when analyzing future fund perfor-
mance. This creates an undervalued TVPI that is not present 
in typical tech investments and exits and can lead to skewed 
performance analysis. This issue should be addressed by LPs 
who want to understand the true value of these structured 
deals. Hopefully, this data will help to change that approach.

DEVICE MILESTONES

The device data is a smaller set of 22 milestones representing 
$380 million in potential payout. Eight milestones were 
development/regulatory and 14 commercial, reflecting the 
later stage of device Big Exits in recent years. Forty-one  
percent of milestones that came due were hit, paying out  
$110 million, and 40 percent of the milestones that came  
due missed. Of the 
milestones that 
have come due, 
hit and plan to 
hit represent 55 
percent and $239 
million. Near-term 
milestone achieve-
ment (milestones 
coming due in 
first two years of closing) in device averaged a hit rate of 42 
percent, but also a miss rate of 42 percent, which is a lower 
hit rate and higher miss rate than was experienced in biotech. 
It will be interesting to see if the slightly lower rate we’re see-
ing so far turns out to be a meaningful difference over time.

The high level of milestone achievement in biotech and 
device is surprising at first blush, and certainly helps explain 
why venture investors are willing to accept structured deals 
that have smaller upfront payouts. Those milestones can and 
have been hit with regularity. It is also nice to see that nearly 
half the biotech development milestones have been hit. We 
think this data helps show acquirers that venture knows 
how to pick technologies and develop assets that advance 
in the clinic. That is an important point, as pharma and big 
biotech have scaled back R&D and looked to venture to fill the 
pipeline with early and later-stage assets, showing clinical 
advancement success should help to spur additional M&A.

Missed Unpredictable
Delayed, Plan to MissDelayed, Plan to HitPaid

Biotech Medical Device

Source: SRS
Outer rings show status* by milestone; inner rings show status by dollar amount
* Status is based upon post-closing updates from the buyer.
** Milestones past their contractual deadlines or seller’s projected achievement date 
as of closing. Note that a handful of milestones that were technically missed but 
renegotiated as to both timing and payment amounts are counted as missed here.
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Exhibit 29: Milestones Come Due: 
Biotech vs. Medical Device
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Exhibit 30: Milestones Due Within Two Years

WE THINK THIS DATA HELPS 
SHOW ACQUIRERS THAT 
VENTURE KNOWS HOW TO  
PICK TECHNOLOGIES AND 
DEVELOP ASSETS THAT 
ADVANCE IN THE CLINIC. 
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investment in that area? We think it is a function of time and 
access to the public markets, as well as the flexibility of private 
biotech companies to pivot into new indications based on failed 
clinical trials or a changing regulatory environment.

Public companies in the orphan space have done quite well 
recently, including Alexion, Hyperion, Agerion among others.  
Many of those companies have already approved drugs;  
however, others have achieved significant public market  
performance with clinical data only (Synegeva, Sarepta). This 
very receptive, hot public market was not available for many of 
the orphan companies that achieved Big Exits in the previous 
three years, which is one reason for the poorer performance 
reported above. Additionally, a few of those orphan Big Exit 
companies ended up pivoting into orphan drugs after substan-
tial investment and time in other areas, leading to additional 
investment (dragging multiples lower) and a longer time to exit.

The substantial value creation in the public market has caused 
the current jump in orphan-focused funding activity. These new 
private companies, with significant public market excitement 
for both clinical and commercial stage ventures, are much more 
likely be able to achieve a good return on capital in a quicker 
amount of time — as long as public appetite continues.

BIOTECH ORPHAN INDICATION 
ANALYSIS
Biotech venture has recently embraced significant investment 
in orphan indications, with the idea that these investments 
would be capital-efficient and faster to develop and take 
through clinical trials. With a small patient population, it  

is conceivable that a venture- 
backed company could com-
mercialize the approved drug 
on its own. The industry has 
seen highflying public mar-
ket performance in this area 
recently. Recently, have orphan 

exits performed well in private M&A? What is time to exit and 
multiple? Have these Big Exits been better or worse than the 
average biotech Big Exit? In this section we explore orphan 
indication M&A performance.

There have been six orphan Big Exits in the last three years: 
one commercial stage, one Phase III, two Phase II, one Phase 
I and one pre-clinical. All six had different indications. While 
a small data set, it does represent the private M&A activity in 
this area. Overall, the orphan exits performed worse than the 
average biotech Big Exit. 

Five of the six orphan Big Exits had more capital invested than 
the average biotech Big Exit for that year. Overall, these orphan 
exits required 47 percent more capital, averaging $104 million 
per deal versus $70 million for all biotech Big Exits from 2010 
to 2012. Four of six orphan exits took more than $88 million, 
with two requiring more than $100 million in equity.

Four of the six orphan exits took longer to exit as well. 
Average time to exit in an orphan exit was 6.72 years versus 
6.07 for all biotech Big Exit deals during that timeframe.

Finally, exit multiples were much lower than average. Upfront 
multiples (w/o milestones) for Orphan were 2.49× versus 
the biotech Big Exit average at 4.73×*; including milestones, 
Orphan’s multiple also trailed, at 4.89× versus 8.98×* (one 
outlier non-orphan multiple removed).

The take-away is less than stellar. Orphan exits on average 
have taken more time and capital than other biotech Big Exit, 
and have achieved lower multiples.

Why has Big Exit performance in orphan indications lagged 
when in the public market it has performed so well? Could it be 
related to mostly clinical-stage exits in private M&A (a lack of 
commercialization that fails to unlock value)? Or, is it simply 
a function of time, like the molecular diagnostics investment 
in the early 2000s where early exits lagged despite significant 

The take-away is less than stellar. 
Orphan exits on average have 
taken more time and capital than 
other biotech Big Exit, and have 
achieved lower multiples. 
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HEALTHCARE SERVICES ANALYSIS
Healthcare services has finally garnered enough venture Big 
Exits (12) to become a separate category in our analysis. The 
category is dwarfed by biotech and device Series A investment 
(minimum $2 million funding) since 2005, with biotech 
averaging 68 Series A companies a year, device at 58 and 
services at just 11 (Exhibit 31). There is some structural bias 
to this data as many healthcare services companies never 
raise venture money and are bootstrapped to exit or to private 
equity investment and thus are not included in the analysis. 
Companies included in this analysis categorize themselves 
as healthcare services in self-reported data and can include 
brick and mortar operations, doctors’ practices, software and 
data services.

The venture-backed services that we have tracked have  
performed quite well in their Big Exits since 2005. The capital 
required in these healthcare service Big Exits averaged about 
$48 million, yielding an average exit value of $359 million 
and average multiple of 8.48×. Measuring the sectors against 
each other since 2005, services has the highest multiple 
(8.48× versus 6.03 in device and 5.12 million in biotech) and 
highest upfront deal value ($359 million versus $269 million 
in biotech and $182 million in device), although time to exit 
is significantly longer (10.10 years from close of Series A, 
versus 7.09 for device and 5.71 for biotech). The historical 
long time to exit is a function of venture’s focus on building 
healthcare services startups in the early 2000s. Those compa-
nies have taken quite some time to grow and get to exit. Over 
the past few years the focus has largely transitioned to helping 
later-stage, revenue generating companies grow, which  
should help to bring down the overall time to exit numbers.

Services appear to be a hot area where development risk can 
be mitigated as many investors invest into companies that 
are already generating revenues. The big risk is in ramping 
revenue and getting to cash flow positive and/or pursuing an 
acquisition strategy that does the same, which then feeds into 
the healthcare services acquirer sweet spot. Investors with 
expertise in services like the current market dynamic. “With 
the massive pending regulatory changes of the Affordable 
Care Act and the proliferation of data and analytics in 
hospitals and insurers, we see a continued large investment 
opportunity in health services, which remains a specialized 
and lucrative corner of healthcare investing,” said Bijan 
Salehizadeh, Managing Director at Washington, DC-based 
NaviMed Capital.

 SECTOR ANALYSIS: SERIES A COMPANY CREATION

Source: VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data

Healthcare Sector 
Analysis

Average Number of 
Series A Companies 

Created per Year ’05–’12

$ invested Per Year in 
Series A ’05–’12

Biotech 68 $897M

Devices 58 $464M

Services 11 $131M

Exhibit 31: Sector Analysis: 
Series A Company Creation

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 32: Services Big Exits by Year

Source: Press Releases and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 33: Services Big Exits by 
Multiple 2005–2012
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SERVICES BIG EXITS SECTOR ANALYSIS

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 35B: Average Dollars by Sector

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 35A: Average Upfront Multiple by Sector

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data

Indication Services

Count of Company 12

Average of Total Dollars in $47.40

Average of Amount Acquired $359.55

Average of Total Deal Value $363.73

Sum of Total Deal Value $4,001.00

Average of Multiple 8.48

% Structured Deals 17%

Exhibit 34: Services Big Exits: Sector Breakdown 

Source: Press Releases, VentureSource and SVB Proprietary Data
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Exhibit 35C: Average Time to Exit by Sector

With the massive pending regulatory changes of the 
Affordable Care Act and the proliferation of data and 

analytics in hospitals and insurers, we see a continued large 
investment opportunity in health services, which remains a 
specialized and lucrative corner of healthcare investing.
BIJAN SALEHIZADEH, MANAGING DIRECTOR, NAVIMED CAPITAL
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CONCLUSION
Value creation continues in venture healthcare. Three-year 
data shows a significant number of transactions and deal 
value (including positive data around milestone achievement), 
and with this momentum we feel confident in proclaiming 
this a real trend.

We predict that strong M&A numbers and value will continue 
in Biotech, with Device continuing to post a high number of 
Big Exits, but at the current reduced dollar values as inves-
tors and buyers work their way through the overfunding 
that occurred in the early and mid-2000s. The overall high 
M&A deal value, coupled the impending decrease in venture 
healthcare investment should propel significant positive 
returns in the industry for firms that have capital to deploy. 
Reduced early-stage investment will create a smaller number 
of companies in the healthcare venture landscape, which 
we think in the next few years will likely create scarcity 
value and higher M&A values in a market where big Pharma, 
Biotech and Device have outsourced innovation.

Additionally, the biotech IPO window also creates optionality 
for companies and investors, which should drive biotech 
prices higher but could reduce overall private M&A activity  
as some companies and investors pursue that option.

We believe that device acquirers are aware of the innovation 
gap that has been created in their world, and we predict over 
the next few years that the big players will step up their 
activity in the innovation economy through early investment, 
earlier M&A and unique licensing/option deals that will look 
similar to corporate pharma and biotech activity today.

The overall high M&A deal value, coupled the 
impending decrease in venture healthcare 

investment should propel significant positive returns 
in the industry for firms that have capital to deploy.
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